Knots & Topological Constraints
• Knots happen 
Granular Chains
Mechanical analog of bead-spring model
• Beads/rods interact via hard core repulsions
• Rods act as springs (nonlinear, dissipative)
• Inelastic collisions: bead-bead, bead-plate
• Vibrating plate supplies energy
• Athermal, nonequilibrium driving
Advantages
• Number of beads can be controlled
• Topological constraints: can be prepared, observed directly
Vibrated Knot Experiment
• t = 0: trefoil knot placed at chain center Average over 400 independent measurements
Opening time is diffusive
The Survival Probability
• S(t, N ) Probability knot "alive" at time t • R(t, N ) Probability knot opens at time t
• S(t, N ) obeys scaling 
• Boundary conditions
Absorbing:
Reflecting:
• Survival probability
3 walks in 1D ≡ 1 walk in 3D
Product Solution
• Product of 1D solutions
• 1 walk survival probability
• m interacting walks survival probability
Reduced to noninteracting problem
Alternative Derivation
Exchange identities of walkers when paths cross Experiment vs. Theory
• Work with scaling variable z = t/τ ( z = 1)
• Combine different data sets (6000 pts)
• Fluctuations σ 
The Exit Time Probability
Scaling function 
Larger discrepancy
Heuristic Argument (short times)
• Use scaling form • The exit probability
• The average exit time
Knot opening ≡ 3 gamblers ruin problem with fixed wealth hierarchy • Good agreement for S(t), S far (t), S close (t)
• Poor agreement for E(x 0 ), T (x 0 )
• Current data insufficient (600pts)
Fluctuations diverge near boundary

Conclusions
• Knot governed by 3 exclusion points
• Exponential tails (large & small exit times)
• Macroscopic observables (t, S(t)) reveals details of a topological constraint • Equilibrium (counting states) prediction
